Welcome to February’s Newsletter!
Only six months to go before KangaCon!!
Don’t miss out! Book your tickets HERE
In case you missed it, our proposed daily schedule of what will be happening at Kangacon can be
found on our website. Click the link below and see how much we have planned!
DAILY TIMETABLE (subject to change)

We are excited to give you a sneak peak at one of our international presenters:
Presenter: Blue Mew

Presentation:

Hey there, my name is Blue Mew, I'm a veteran
of multiple age play conventions and retreats!
I’ve attended CapCon, TeddyCon, West Coast
Jungle Gym, US Littles, and TOMKAT in Canada!
This will be my first time visiting the land of
Kangaroos and Koalas, though! I'm super
excited to share my previous experiences at
KangaCon and encourage shy little ones to
have fun and make friends! I can't wait to you
all. If this is your first age play event ever, relax.
Yes, it will be over whelming at first. But, trust
me you'll have such a great time!

Newbies, first timers, timid ones, or anxious
attendees - this is your class! I was just like you
once - unsure of what I was getting my myself
into and painfully shy. Learn about what my
experience was like going to an age play
convention for the first time was like, what I've
learned, and how I've grown since then.
The goal here is to provide you with
information, experience, strategies,
motivation, and encouragement to help you
step past the inhibitions that might otherwise
confine your engagement at the con.

Thanks to the generosity of Brisbane Tiny Tot’s Age Players, this
amazing ball pit will be one of the many attractions at
Kangacon!
What are you most looking forward to experiencing?
How many balls are in the ball pit? Great question….
We have a competition coming soon where you can guess!
Winner to be announced at KANGACON.
Can’t wait to see you all there!
The Kangacon team!

